Message from the Associate Dean
The inaugural first year class has successfully completed their first year of medical education. Although we were apprehensive as we worked through significant issues related to the building not being ready, the faculty strike at the University of Windsor, the use of videoconference lectures and the availability of tutors, we need not have worried. Our students were fabulous and supportive of our efforts to deliver high quality medical education. Our outstanding staff ensured that the students and faculty were well supported. Our local physicians came forward and enthusiastically delivered the medical education program.

During the year, the Windsor Program was welcomed by the University of Windsor, by the medical community and by the community of Windsor-Essex. Our students were constantly surprised by the level of support shown to them. Thanks to all for a very successful first year and the further development of medical education in Windsor.

Province spending $4.2 million to finish 3rd floor of the medical education building
The province has committed $4.2 million in funding to finish the vacant third floor of the medical education building. These funds will cover the cost of construction as well as equipment for the labs and specialized rooms.

UWindsor President Alan Wildeman said the additional space will house research projects, especially for collaboration with the community and local hospitals.

Med School adds 14 Spots
The Windsor Program will add six first-year students this Fall and eight more next year for a first-year class of 38 by September 2010 as reported by Finance Minister Dwight Duncan.

The Windsor enrolment hike is part of the addition of 100 new first-year spaces at five medical schools across the province over the next three years.

Medical Campaign Update
Thirteen rooms within the Medical Education Building were named at a special donor’s reception July 7th with additional dedications taking place in the Fall.

The campaign moves forward as we continue to meet with Alumni, friends of the University, physicians and health care providers to discuss further opportunities.

For more information or to support this program, please contact: Mr. Mike Clark, Director of Development - University Advancement, mclark@uwindsor.ca or 519-253-3000 Ext. 3257 or online: http://www.uwindsor.ca/development

Message from the Assistant Dean
In SWOMEN Windsor, we are approaching the end of another successful year. July 21st will mark the date of our Annual Awards Night where we will be giving out awards for the Best Teachers as voted by our clerks, non-academic clerkship awards for Compassion and the Clerk who best represents and promotes the Windsor Program. We will also recognize exceptional people who have contributed to the development of our program. On September 1st, we will be welcoming a new group of clerks from London to begin their clerkship. This will be the last year for students coming from London for their clerkship. In 2010 the clerks will have already completed 2 years in Windsor.

Dr. Awuku has taken the role of Clerkship Coordinator while I will assume the role of Post-graduate Coordinator. I will still be the Assistant Dean of the Windsor Program. We now have Undergraduate (UGE) and Post-graduate (PGE) Academic Directors for most departments.

I would like to express my gratitude to all of our preceptors who have done such a great job. We have excellent feedback from our learners about their educational experience. We continue to strive to be the best clinical training program in Canada!

Toldo Foundation Gift Supports local Medical Students
The Toldo Foundation has established a $250,000 educational endowment to benefit Essex and Kent County students attending the Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry – Windsor Program. The $250,000 Toldo Foundation Medical Excellence Scholarship will be matched by funds from the Ontario Trust for Student Support to provide scholarship money for qualified medical students who maintain a cumulative average of no less than A- or equivalent during their studies.

UWindsor president Alan Wildeman states “A scholarship aimed specifically at students from our region acknowledges the importance of encouraging local students to study and stay in Essex and Kent counties.”

Changing Roles and New Staff on Board
Dr. Raphael Cheung, Assistant Dean – Windsor Program and Post-graduate Coordinator SWOMEN
Dr. Christopher Leighton, Preclerkship & Transition Period Coordinator
Dr. Mark Awuku, Clerkship & Electives Coordinator
Ms. Sarah Beech, Ancillary Academic Staff—Anatomy
Ms. Kelly Ducharme, Undergraduate Curriculum Administrator
Ms. Christine Mackie, Preclinical Coordinator—Year 1
Paediatrics: Dr. L. Morgan (PGE) - Dr. M. Awuku (UGE)
OB/Gyn: Dr. G. Hasen (PGE) - Dr. B. Jasey (UGE)
Family Medicine: Dr. D. Ziter (PGE) - Dr. S. Horen (UGE)
Psychiatry: Dr. T. Doey (PGE) - Dr. C. Velehorschi (UGE)
General Surgery: Dr. A. Petrakos
Internal Medicine: Dr. O. Tarabain
Anaesthesia: Dr. E. Roberts
Emergency Medicine: Dr. A. Meriano/Dr. P. Bradford/Dr. D. Levy
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Windsor Program Faculty Development Initiatives

May 27th marked the date of a faculty development workshop delivered by Dr. Mark Awuku and Dr. Herschel Rosenberg. The CME accredited workshop “Teaching in an Ambulatory Setting,” elaborated upon teaching approaches in an out-patient setting.

The next workshop “Introduction to UWO Resources,” will take place on August 6th. Dr. Mark Awuku and Ms. Selinda Berg invite Windsor preceptors to learn how to access and effectively use these online resources.

Additional faculty development events are being developed for the future.

A Windsor Welcome—UME Retreat

An undergraduate medical education retreat was held in Windsor on March 11th. Dr. Jim Silcox facilitated the sessions attended by about 70 faculty and staff members from London and Windsor. Dr. Herbert was the keynote speaker.

Both groups appreciated the opportunity to get to know each other better and it is anticipated that this will become an annual event.

Med Students ‘Head for a Cure’

Windsor medical students followed in the footsteps of their London counterparts by bringing the ‘Head for a Cure’ campaign to Windsor in May and shaving their heads to raise money for Camp Trillium, a summer camp program for children with cancer.

Some of the students with longer hair had it cut short to make wigs. The head shaving and haircuts were provided courtesy of local hair stylists Kristina Mihajlo and Antoine Greige.

Campus Technology Day May 21

The Windsor Program team of Dr. T. Scott, Prof. B. Mazer, Dr. V. Mogyorody, Mr. D. Castellan, Ms. K. Ducharme and Mr. D. Foley discussed the technology in the medical education building and the impact of these technologies during the Campus Technology Day Conference on May 21st.

The medical education building was designed to be an active, collaborative building to facilitate both formal and informal learning.

Pain Symposium takes Center Stage

June 5th marked the date for a symposium on “Conquering Malignant Pain & Suffering: New Possibilities”. The full-day conference, offered under the auspices of the Windsor Program, was organized and delivered by Dr. Christopher Leighton and supported by the Windsor Program Staff.

Guest speakers included: Dr. Sol Stern, Dr. Jack Speirs, Dr. Sindu Kanjeekat, Dr. Michael Lock, Dr. Christopher Leighton and Dr. Sidney DaSilva.

The CME-accredited event included a Keynote address by Dr. Dwight Moulin, Earl Russell Chair of Pain Research & Professor of Oncology and Neurology at Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry.

Collaboration with the Community

The Windsor program is working with the Windsor Regional Cancer Centre to develop a Windsor Health Research Initiative. A Steering Committee has looked at the possibility of expanding cancer research in this area. The support and conclusion of Phase I of the project ushers in Phase II, the setting up of a steering committee and development of a strategic plan. Phase II should be complete by November 2009.

Other collaborations include: Windsor Regional Hospital, Hotel Dieu Grace Hospital, Leamington District Memorial Hospital, Sandwich Community Health Centre, Canadian Mental Health Association, Occupational Health Clinical for Ontario Workers, Multicultural Council, Windsor Family Healthcare Team, Alzheimer Society, Physician Recruitment and the Windsor-Essex Health System Coordination Working Group.

UWindsor President Hosts Reception

UWindsor President Alan Wildeman hosted an Academic Year-End Celebratory Reception in May to express his gratitude to faculty, staff, preceptors and the inaugural first-year medical class.

Dr. Wildeman addressed the assembly, followed by Dr. Tom Scott, Associate Dean and students Craig Campagna and Sylvie Tellier.

Nursing and Medicine make Summer Institute happen

The University of Windsor and Faculty of Nursing in collaboration with the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry Windsor Program hosted the week-long Summer Institute of Clinical Health Research in June.

The CME-accredited event was widely attended by nursing professionals, academics and graduate students from health and social sciences. The Summer Institute will be conducted as a yearly event.

Collaboration with the University of Windsor

We continue to develop and nurture our alliances with the University of Windsor community by collaborating with the Faculty of Nursing, the Faculty of Human Kinetics, the Faculty of Science and the Departments of Biology and Chemistry and Biochemistry.

There are many initiatives in the planning stages for the future and we look forward to strengthening these bonds.

The New Academic Year

Plans are well underway to welcome the new first year class at the end of August and to deliver the second year program. Mike Farquhar, Officer for Student Affairs, has been in touch with many of the new students and is providing support as they get ready for their chosen career.

Kelly Ducharme, Gloria Bortolin and Christine Mackie have been working hard to prepare schedules, find resources and sign up tutors for the new academic year.

Coming Events

August 26—White coat Ceremony in London

August 30—Year 1 and 2 students arrive to Windsor campus

September 1—Orientation Week begins for Windsor students
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